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Come Back Home (acoustic)
Artist: Pat McGee Band
Album: These Days (The Virginia Sessions)

Contributor: Daniel Schnall
tabbed from 2.21.09 performance (www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hSrlFkC-5g)

    G9   Bm   Asus2  Em     G     D     A     A2   C#    D2
e |-x-| |-2-| |-0-| |-0-| |-3-| |---| |-0-| |-0-| |---| |---|
B |-3-| |-3-| |-0-| |-0-| |-3-| |-3-| |-2-| |-5-| |---| |---|
G |-2-| |-4-| |-2-| |-0-| |-0-| |-2-| |-2-| |-6-| |-7-| |-7-|
D |-0-| |-4-| |-2-| |-2-| |-0-| |-0-| |-2-| |-7-| |-x-| |-x-|
A |-x-| |-2-| |-0-| |-2-| |-2-| |-0-| |-0-| |-0-| |-4-| |-5-|
E |-3-| |-2-| |---| |-0-| |-3-| |-2-| |---| |-5-| |---| |---|

Pat plays the Bm chord in verse like this:
e|--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--|
B|--3-3-2-3-3-3-2-3--|
G|--4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4--|
D|--4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4--|
A|--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--|
E|--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2--|

[Intro]
G9  Bm

[Verse]
G9
Trying to keep my eyes from closing

                                Bm
driving back to our house hoping

G9
hoping that I ll see your car, maybe your face

                              Bm
this must have been a mistake

G9
white lines flying by from the headlights

                                    Bm
disappear like you did from my life



G9
If I know you right now

                     Asus2
you re holding on somehow

Em      G  G9   Asus2                  Em
  Satellite, a million miles above my head

                 G             G9          Asus2           Em
you re breaking up, from the static on the line and in my head

               G        C#         D2             G    Asus2
you re fading out, baby I could do without being alone

                     D   G   A
so could you come back home

                 D   G   A2
could you come back home

G9
so this is home you say
                                  Bm
without you I cannot lay in this bed

G9
here come those tears again

                     Bm
are they ever gonna end

G9
got your voice, got your voice stuck in my head

                                 Bm      Asus2
haunted by everything that you said, you said

Em      G  G9   Asus2                  Em
  Satellite, a million miles above my head

                 G             G9          Asus2           Em
you re breaking up, from the static on the line and in my head

               G        C#          D2             G    Asus2
you re fading out, baby I could do without being alone

                     D   G   A
so could you come back home



                 D   G   A2
could you come back home

[Interlude]

    Bm  C#min7  G     G9
e|--2-----------3------x-----|
B|--3-----2-----3------3--2--|
G|--4-----4-----0------2--3--|
D|--4-----2-----0------0--0--|
A|--2-----4-----2------x--4--|
E|--2-----------3------3-----|

Bm               C#min7
If I know you by now

              G              A2
I know you re holding on somehow

Em      G  G9   Asus2                  Em
  Satellite, a million miles above my head

                 G             G9          Asus2           Em
you re breaking up, from the static on the line and in my head

               G        C#          D2              G    Asus2
you re fading out, baby I could do without being alone

                     D   G   A
so could you come back home

                 D   G   A2
could you come back home

                     D   G   A
so could you come back home
(I know you by now)

                 D   G   A2
could you come back home
(holding on somehow)

ending chord: G9


